SOLAPOLY
Token Roadmap

Tokenomics
SLPY token is an innovative token that is used to buy and sell Solapoly NFTs, offers passive income with staking, and adopts the
play to earn system. It is created on the Solana ecosystem, one of the best (perhaps the best) ecosystems for creating a token.


WHY SOLANA ECOSYSTEM?

Much like other cryptocurrency projects, Solana promises a more scalable platform
that is faster, secured, censorship-resistant, and has smaller fees. However, these
are the main promises that define Solana and make it stand out among its peers:

The Solana ecosystem provides various new, efficient technologies that work
together to allow the Solana blockchain to offer faster transaction speeds and a
more secure platform. To begin, the platform employs a consensus process known
as Delegated-Proof-of-Stake (DPoS). DPoS blockchains are substantially faster
than PoS blockchains; the Solana blockchain produces new blocks in an average of
2.34 seconds, which is several times faster than most of its contemporaries.

A DPoS blockchain is similar to a PoS blockchain in most ways. In order to stake the
native token, $SOL, you can choose to take two roles within the ecosystem: a
Validator or Delegator. Validators are required to process the chain’s transactions.
People who own more native coins on the network have a better chance of
becoming validators, so those truly invested in the network are given priority due to
their significantly higher stake in the project.

When Validators process transactions and add new blocks to the chain, they are
rewarded with more native tokens. Delegators, on the other hand, can “lend” their
tokens to the validators to receive rewards without having to provide
computational resources to the network directly.

Solana is known for being a high-performance blockchain that supports 50,000+TPS
without sharding. While this is impressive, the projects built on the blockchain have
a desirable value proposition for DeFi and the future of cryptocurrencies, especially
as these continue to reach mainstream audiences.


SLPY TOKEN ALLOCATION

The maximum supply of SLPY tokens is 1 billion. The token allocation will be as follows:


Total Supply

1,000,000,000

Airdrop (%1)

10,000,000

Private Sale (%10)

100,000,000

IDO (%5)

50,000,000

Team (%20)

200,000,000

Marketing (%4)

40,000,000

Staking Pool (%15)

150,000,000

Play to Earn Rewards (%40)

400,000,000

50,000,000

Liquidity (%5)

AIRDROP (%1)


The SLPY tokens reserved for the airdrop are the tokens that will be distributed as a thank you to the first followers of the game, the

players who will help in the testing phase, and the supporters who will contribute to the reach of the game to the masses. %1 of the

entire token supply will be distributed as an airdrop without any monetary consideration. Registration for the airdrop will remain open

for a period of 1 month. SLPY tokens will be sent to Solana wallets of participants who are eligible to receive the Solapoly token after

the airdrop registration process.


PRIVATE SALE (%10)

%10 of the total token supply will be sold at $0.016 per token to first-stage investors who have confidence in the game and want to

become a part of the game. There will be a cliff for the first 3 month, then each month %5 of the private sale tokens will be unlocked.

All private sale tokens' distribution will be finished in 20 months.

IDO (%5)


The SLPY token offers the opportunity to invest in large investors through private sales, as well as the opportunity to make a

profitable investment for small investors through IDO. The amount of SLPY tokens to be sold through IDO is determined as 50,000,000.

%5 of the total SLPY token supply is reserved for IDO, and the selling price of each SLPY token on IDO will be $0.02. %25 of the IDO

tokens will be unlocked at TGE, then the rest will be distributed in 3 months (%25 will be distributed 1 month after TGE, %25 2 months

after TGE, and %25 3 months after TGE)


TEAM (%20)


%20 of the total token supply will be distributed to the team members. The locking period will be 24 months. After the locking period,
the team will get their tokens in the next 10 months (%10 for each month, after 24 months)

MARKETING (%4)

The tokens allocated for the financing of marketing activities will be used to fund all kinds of marketing activities that will enable the
game to reach wider audiences. These tokens will be spent from launching the beta version of the game and will be spent within 18
months. Events and sponsorships to create a loyal community will also be financed with tokens allocated for marketing. %4 of the
total SLPY token supply is reserved for marketing.

STAKING POOL (%15)

For SLPY token holders, there is a staking feature that allows them to earn passive income by locking their tokens for certain periods.
Thanks to the staking feature, the amount of SLPY tokens freely circulating on the exchanges will be reduced, and in this way, SLPY
will have a more stable price chart. SLPY tokens to be distributed to stakers will be covered from the pool reserved for staking. As a
staking reward, %15 of the total supply is allocated and these tokens will be distributed equally every month for 5 years.

PLAY TO EARN REWARDS (%40)

Solapoly game has a play to earn feature. Players will earn SLPY tokens at every stage of the game based on the time they play, the
game they win, and the in-game purchases they have. Thus, players will be able to earn income. A special play to earn rewards pool
will be established. %40 of the total token supply will be transferred to play to earn pool. When players want to exchange SPs (free
game money that earned in the game) for SLPY tokens, SLPY payments will be made from the play to earn pool. Players who own SLPY
tokens will be able to purchase Solapoly NFTs with their SLPY tokens. Or they will be able to sell SLPY tokens on exchanges.


LIQUIDITY (%5)

Various agreements will be made for SLPY token to be listed on CEX (centralized exchanges) and DEX (decentralized exchanges). An
Exchange Liquidity Pool will be created in order to meet the SLPY token demand that will occur in the contracted DE Xs and CEXs. %5 of
the total SLPY supply will be transferred to the liquidity pool. The SLPYs in this pool will only be used in case of demand bottleneck in
the exchanges and will not be used in any transaction that may cause the price of the SLPY to decrease .

